questions about their own lawns answered. In October, a small class from the Niagara Parks School of Horticulture visited and they had a tour of the plots as well. Over the winter, results were presented at the Ontario Turfgrass Symposium, Turf Managers Short Course and the Landscape Ontario IPM Symposium in Barrie, London, Toronto and Ottawa.

For more detailed information about this project, please visit the website www.gti.uoguelph.ca/OPAC. •
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Guest Editorial: Facing Challenges

ARTIFICIAL TURF CONTINUES TO BE AN OPTION IN THE US

Until man can duplicate a blade of grass, nature will laugh at his so-called scientific knowledge. ~ Thomas Edison

Sports turf managers are used to challenges. We face them every day in one form or another. The trend of artificial turf field installations, including replacement of natural turf fields with artificial turf systems, has added yet another challenge for our profession. As sports turf professionals, we must be a source of facts when decisions are made about installing a specific type of turf. Installation decisions made today produce the playing surfaces that we will be managing tomorrow and for years to come.

Surveys show that a good natural grass field is still the overwhelming preference of players and fans alike. However, as we are aware, no grass surface will withstand unlimited use and still provide the desired playing conditions. As professionals, our goal is to provide the best playing surface possible for all levels of play, regardless of the surface involved.

We must look at these new systems not as a threat, but as another tool that can help us do our jobs better. The new turf systems are clearly superior to the old artificial turf. There exists a place for these surfaces; such as in an environment not conducive to natural grass or on fields that receive so much wear that it is impossible to adequately maintain a natural grass field.

Currently the marketing departments of installers and manufacturers are supplying most of the information on the new systems. Unfortunately, some field installation decisions are being based on this information with little or no input from the sports turf professional. I would encourage the companies marketing these artificial surfaces to recognize the professional turf managers at our facilities and accept us as the experts on our sites. Sports turf managers should expect to be a part of the decision-making process, and these companies can do a lot to further this ethical practice.

Much of the information about the new systems we hear today sounds very similar to that of the late 1960s and 1970s. Over time, we learned the strengths and weaknesses of those fields and that every option has both pros and cons. We have gone through the same learning process with sand-based natural grass fields. At this time, we simply do not how these new fields will perform and hold up over an extended period.

As an organization, the Sports Turf Managers Association (US) must assume a leadership role in gathering and disseminating information concerning artificial turf, just as we have with natural turf fields. We must take part in the discussions and learning process by providing facts and relevant research, by sharing our experiences with these surfaces, and by working with other turf-related associations to help compile the body of information on these surfaces. As sports turf managers, we must become aware of all of the issues related to all of the athletic field options so that we are adequately equipped to be involved in the decision-making process to determine what type of field best fits our particular situations.

I ask you, as professionals, to provide your input on this new generation. Bottom line: To ignore this issue is to do so at our own peril. •


Editor's Note: Representatives of the City of Mississauga will discuss their artificial turf infill system at Parkway Belt Park 357 at the STA's 17th Annual Field Day, Thursday, Sept. 16 (see inside front cover).